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MR. OSBERT PEAKE AT BIRMINGHAM

Mr. Osbert Peake, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Home Office,
gave an address on the administration of Justice in relation to the war

at a Conference of Magistrates from Warwick, Gloucester, Hereford, Salop,
Stafford and Worcester, held at the Council Chamber, Birmingham, this

afternoon, Friday, 24th April.

Mr. Peake said that of all the cases of a criminal or quasi-criminal
character which came before theCourts, no less than 90 per cent, were

disposed of in Magistrates' Courts and only 1 per cent, were tried by jury.
It was true that a large proportion of these cases were triable summarily,
but it might interest them to know that 90 per cent. of indictable offences
in which the right of trial by jury existed were also disposed of by magistrates

at the option of the person charged. It would be seen that the main

responsibility for the due enforcement of the law rested upon the Justices
of the Peace.

"You are aware that under the Defence Regulations many new war-time

offences have been created. There may be a tendency in some quarters to
regard offences against Defence Regulations as being less serious than

offences against the Common or Statute Law, some lingering relic
of the prejudice against D.O.R.A. which was so widely felt after the war

of 1914-1918; but I would remind you of two things. In the first place,
Defence Regulations made under the Emergency Powers Act can only be made

if they are necessary or expedient for securing the public safety, the

Defence of the Realm, the maintenance of public order, or the efficient

prosecution of the war.

"You will see, therefore, that quite apart from any questions of

morality the question of our National war effort is invariably involved

and offenders against the Regulations are wittingly or unwittingly hindering
the National war effort, hampering our Armed Forces, and prolonging the war.

"In the second place, whilst it is true that the new law embodied

in Defence Regulations has not passed through the ordinary peace-time

"mill" of the House of Commons and the House of Lords by the various

leisurely stages of procedure which we follow in peace-time, yet if any

Defence Regulation is thought by any Member of Parliament to be outside the

powers conferred upon the Executive or otherwise open to objection, it may

be challenged in the House of Commons, I can only remember two or three

cases when new Defence Regulations have been challenged in this way, and

you may therefore take it that not only have new measures been carefully

considered before being adopted by the Government, but that, also, they

meet with the approval end assent of the Nation as a whole.

"I would therefore wish to urge upon you the importance, at this critical

stage of the war, of the strict enforcement of Regulations, which have

been adopted to enable the war to be fought to a successful conclusion

by sentences of a deterrent character.

"Undoubtedly, as you are all aware, there has been an increase - but

looking at it broadly, not necessarily an alarming increase - in the

number of cases coming before Courts of Summary jurisdiction. There are

some unfortunate tendencies. The number of indictable cases is on the

increase and the problem of juvenile delinquency has, to say the least of it,

shown no signs of shrinkage.

"It is however very significant that the number, of what I may call ordinary

convictions, by which I mean convictions under the ordinary law, has been

generally on a lower level than before the war; and it is really offences under

emergency legislation (which reached their peak in 1940) that are to be held

responsible for the general increase in the figures of convictions as compared with

the pre-war figures. There have indeed been certain months in which offences

against emergency legislation have accounted for half the cases heard in Courts

of Summary Jurisdiction, It follows that a mere comparison of general figures of

war time convictions with those of pre-war years cannot necessarily be taken at its

face value.
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Mr. Peake said that offences under emergency legislation could be

divided into two main categories. First, those offences which everybody
recognised to be direct blows against the security of the State of the effective

prosecution of the war; and second, the large group of offences which might
soon qualify for the first category if an impression were allowed to get abroad

that they were lightly regarded by the Courts.

The first category would include such offences as sabotage, looting
and black market offences, pilfering from docks and railway premises and

offences which, if allowed to grow to large proportions, would have specially

grave repercussions, such as desertion of, or failure to rejoin, ships.

“The Black Market provides a salient example of the unpleasant truth

that, even in a country like ours and at a time like this, there are people

willing to take advantage of the Nation's hour of trial to fill either their

pockets or their stomachs, caring nothing for the fact that, by so doing, they
sre impairing the fair distribution of commodities amongst the whole community.
These persons are no better than Quislings; and those who are content to aid

and abet their misdeeds by purchasing, often at enhanced and illegal prices,
extra quantities of controlled commodities which they must know or strongly

suspect to have a tainted origin, cannot escape their share of obloquy."

Emergency offences in the second cateoory which might soon qualify
for the first category if the Courts were thought to regard them lightly,
included theft of Government petrol, thefts from, and wilful damage in, air raid

shelters, adulteration of milk,offences against the billeting regulations,

smoking in munition factories, contraventions of the tillage orders, and

offences against the black-out and building control provisions.

This was certainly a mixed bag, said Mr. Peake, as it included offences

which were essentially of a criminal order and also, at the other end of the

scale, offences which might spring from no more formidable source than careless-

ness or inadvertence. Each one, however, had some bearing on the national

effort to win the war or it would not have been included in the Emergency Code,

Any one such case might seem trivial on its own, but in conjunction with many

other cases, very often undetected, of the same kind up and down the country

it assumed a very different aspect.

“I feel sure that the majority of Benches, when called upon to deal

with any emergency offence, pay full regard to the considerations which I have

outlined, and none at all to anything in the nature of personal or local

prejudice. The representations made to the Home Secretary, however, leave no

room for doubt as to the occurrence of instances to the contrary”.

Mr. Peake said that Justices of the Peace had a vital part to play in

the war effort by stimulating the public conscience in matters which might

appear to the inadvertent to be of a trivial character and they would be in a

better position to do so if they themselves set a high standard of example.

Discussing juvenile delinquency, Mr. Peake said that one of the

fundamental principles laid down for the constitution of Juvenile Courts was

that the Justices should appoint from among themselves a Panel of those who

were "specially qualified for dealing with juvenile cases". The facts showed

that this principle was too often neglected. Age must be one of the consider-

ations and it was not encouraging to find that such a large percentage of the

Justices who sat in Juvenile Courts were in the ’grandfatherly' group. He

emphasised the point that the Juvenile Court was a powerful agency in the

checking of the increase in crime at a later stage. He had seen Juvenile Courts

criticised because they did not allow a policeman to wear his uniform in Court,

No advice to the effect that policemen should not their uniform in the Juvenile

Courts had ever been given by the Home Office.

Some Magistrates appeared to think of Probation as a system intended

only for the young. This was far from the truth and there was no doubt that a

great opportunity existed of extending the valuable probation system to adults.
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